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1. The cost of a pipeline can be estimated by c+k∗∗∗∗h where c is the 
cost of all logic stages, h is the cost of the latches in a single stage 
and k is the number of stages.
A pipeline performance/cost ratio (PCR) has been defined as
PCR = Throughput/(c+kh) where Throughput=1/t and t =t_{latch}+T/k.
T is the total time required for the nonpipelined execution. Derive an 
expression for the optimal number of pipeline stages, k_opt, that 
maximizes the PCR.
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2. Suppose 25% of all instructions in a program are conditional branches 
(of which 65% are taken), and 10% are unconditional jumps.  Consider a 
four-deep pipeline, with each stage being executed in one cycle.  Thus, 
each instruction takes 4 cycles to be executed, in the 1st of which the 
instruction is fetched.  The branch is resolved at the end of the 2nd cycle 
for unconditional jumps, and at the end of the 3rd cycle for conditional 
branches. Assuming that only the 1st pipeline stage can always be done 
independently of whether the branch is taken, and ignoring all other 
pipeline stalls, how much faster would the machine be without any 
branches in the workload? Also assume that without any branches, the 
machine completes on the average, one instruction every 1.3 clock cycles.
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3. A 1.12 GHz “MIPS" processor (with a 5-stage pipeline) executes 
program A at a rate of 900 million instructions per second.
(a) What is the CPI of the processor when executing this program?
Do you expect the CPI to be different when executing other programs? 

(b) The program executes 2.5 billion instructions. Calculate the total 
execution time of the program.

(c) Program B executes on the same processor, has a CPI=1.33 and the
following instruction mix and average number of clock cycles per
instruction, for non-branch instructions:

Calculate the percentage of executed branch instructions for program B 
and the average number of cycles for these branch instructions.

(d) If an access to the data cache memory in this processor takes only 1 
clock cycle, what is the probability that the instruction immediately
following the Load instruction would need the data obtained from the 
memory by the Load?
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4. The EX stage in a 5-stage pipeline (with data forwarding) has been replaced 
by 2 stages EX1 and EX2 to accommodate floating-point add/subtract (FP Add) 
and Integer multiply (Int Mlt) which need 2 cycles for their execution. Integer 
add/subtract (Int Add) would only use one of these 2 stages (either EX1 or 
EX2) and similarly, load/store (Ld/St) would use only one EX stage for 
calculating the memory address. The two EX stages also allow inclusion of 
conditional branch instructions (BC) that compare the values stored in 2 
registers. For these BC instructions one EX stage (either EX1 or EX2) will 
subtract the values in the two registers and determine the condition while the 
other EX stage will calculate the target address. Assume the frequencies of 
instructions shown in the table below:

(a) Ignoring all types of hazards, what is the speedup provided by the 6-stage 
pipeline (IF,ID,EX1, EX2,MEM,WB) compared to a non-pipelined machine? 
Indicate in the table above, the number of cycles that each type of 
instruction would take in the non-pipelined machine, and assume that the clock 
period of the 6-stage pipeline had to be increased by 2%.
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(b) Assuming that you, as the designer, can decide in which out of the two 
EX cycles the integer addition will be executed, what would be the best 
decision if the goal is to minimize pipeline stalling because of data hazards? 
Consider an Int Add that follows either a Load or Int Mlt or a previous Int
Add. Would your decision change if you consider an Int Add that is followed 
by either Store or Int Mlt?
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(c) In this part you have to decide whether, for conditional branches, to 
execute the condition check in EX1 and the target address calculation in 
EX2 or vice versa.  Assume first that a static predict taken strategy is 
followed. Which execution order will be better? Repeat the analysis for a 
static predict not-taken strategy. Will one of these static prediction 
strategies be always better than the other?
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5. A 1 GHz pipelined processor takes 1 cycle for an ALU instruction but 
all other instructions take two cycles. A certain benchmark executes 
900 millions instructions out of which 44% are ALU instructions.
(a) Calculate the MIPS rating of the processor for this benchmark
and the total execution time.

(b) An optimizing compiler has been used for the above benchmark and
it managed to reduce the number of executed ALU instructions by
25% and the number of the other instructions by 12.5%.
Repeat the calculations in (a). Is the MIPS rating an acceptable
metric for the performance in this case?
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6. The designer of a 6-stage pipelined processor (with the stages IF, ID, 
EX1,EX2,MEM,WB) has considered two alternatives for reducing branch 
penalties: a delayed branch with a single delay slot and a static Not-Taken 
prediction scheme. The processor supports conditional branches that 
compare the contents of two registers.  The target address is calculated in 
EX1 and the two registers are compared in EX2. The average percentages 
of unconditional branches, Taken conditional branches and Not-Taken 
conditional branches are 5%, 9% and 6%, respectively. Assume that the 
CPI of the processor when ignoring the branches is 1.4.  
(a) Why isn't the branch condition checked in EX1 and the target address 
calculated in EX2?
(b) Explain the decision to have a single delay slot. 
(c) Write in the table below the penalties (in clock cycles) of the two 
schemes. Note that the instruction inserted in the delay slot can be either 
a useful one or useless.  
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(c) Assuming that in 65% of the cases the delay slot contains a useful 
instruction calculate the CPI contribution due to branches for the two 
schemes. What is the speedup of the better scheme over the other one?

(d) (Bonus) The designer then decided to combine the 2 schemes as follows. 
The Instruction Set Architecture was extended to include 2 sets of 
branches, one that uses the delayed branch technique (with 1 delay slot) 
and one that uses the static Not-Taken prediction. If the compiler 
estimates the probability of filling the single delay slot with a useful 
instruction, to be higher than 90%, it uses a delayed branch instruction. 
Otherwise, the compiler uses instead a different branch instruction that 
uses the predict Not-Taken scheme. Assuming that the compiler uses the 
delayed branch scheme for 70% of the branches (and the predict Not-
Taken for the remaining 30%) and that now the probability of having a 
useful instruction in the delay slot has increased to 0.80, calculate the CPI 
contribution due to branches of the combined technique.
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7. (a) The power consumed by a certain processor when executing program 
A at a rate of 900 million instructions per second is 60 Watt. To reduce 
the power, the frequency of the processor's clock has been reduced by 
10%.  What will be the new execution rate of program A?

(b) The program executes 2.8 billion instructions. Calculate the total 
execution time of the program for the base and the reduced frequencies.

(c) What is the CPI of the processor when executing this program at the 
base frequency given that this frequency is 2 GHz? What will be the CPI 
when the frequency is lowered to 1.8 GHz? 
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(d) Program B executes on the same processor and has the following 
instruction mix and average number of clock cycles per instruction:

Calculate the CPI of program B and the rate of executed instructions per 
second when the processor's clock runs at 2 GHz. By how much can the 
frequency be lowered if program B is allowed to execute 3 billion 
instructions within 4 seconds?

(e) (Bonus) Estimate the power reduction ratio achieved by reducing the 
frequency to the value calculated in (d).
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8.  State whether each of the following statements is true or false and 
briefly explain your answer.  A correct answer with no explanation is worth 
only 2 points.  A correct answer with an incorrect explanation is worth 0. 
(a) Software scheduling can reduce the number of stalls only if the 
processor's pipeline does not support data forwarding.

(b) A pipeline that does not support data forwarding still needs to compare 
register fields in different instructions currently executing in the pipeline.

(c) An ARM-like processor has an 8-stage pipeline consisting of the stages 
IF1, IF2, ID, IS, EX1/MEM1, EX2/MEM2, EX3/MEM3, WB where all 
instructions require the use of the three EX/MEM cycles, will never have 
WAW hazards but may experience WAR hazards.
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(d)  If processor A has a higher MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) 
rating than processor B when execution benchmark X, it will also have 
higher MIPS rating for any other benchmark Y.

(e) If processor A has a deeper pipeline than processor B, A will 
experience a larger number of stall cycles and as a result, will have a 
higher CPI.
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9. The design of a 5-stage pipeline (with no hardware support for dynamic 
scheduling) has been modified to accommodate a 2-cycle data cache, a 1-
cycle instruction cache, simple arithmetic/logic operations (e.g., ADD) that 
need 1 cycle for their execution, and complex operations (e.g., MULT) that 
need 3 cycles for their execution. The new pipeline has the 6 stages IF, 
ID,E1,E2/M1,E3/M2,WB. Instructions like ADD complete their arithmetic 
operation during E1 while instructions like MULT use the three stages E1, 
E2 and E3 to perform their calculation. Load and Store calculate the 
memory address in E1 and access the memory during M1 and M2. All
Branches calculate the target address in E1. Conditional Branches test the 
branch condition during E2. Assume the frequencies of the different  
instructions shown below:

(a)  Ignoring all types of hazards, what is the speedup provided by the 6-
stage pipeline (with the stages: IF,ID,E1,E2/M1,E3/M2,WB) compared to a 
non-pipelined implementation? Indicate first, in the table above, the number 
of cycles that each type of instruction would take in the non-pipelined 
machine, and assume that the clock period of the 6-stage pipeline had to be 
increased by 3%.
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(b)  Assuming that data forwarding is not supported how many stall cycles 
would be needed during the execution of the sequences of 3 instructions 
listed in the table below. Briefly explain your answer in each case below.  
The figure on the next page can be helpful.
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(c) Repeat part (b) but now assuming that data forwarding is supported. 
Enter your results in the table above. No explanations are required.

(d) Use the figure below to determine the data paths that have to be 
added to support data forwarding. Write the source field (within a set of 
pipeline latches) and the destination(s) for each path and indicate which 
of the above cases (a to h) require the path.
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(e) (Bonus) Repeat (b) and (c) for the two sequences of 2 
instructions shown in the table.


